Mega OB Trailer

4Based on MEGA type trailer frame
8Can be pulled by MEGA type pullers trucks
8Provides 294 cm above frame bed as usable height
8Up to 13.65 meters length

4Dual expanding design
8Provides more operational areas and positions
8Provides more comfortable operational areas
8Dedicated sections for equipment

4Three main operational areas
8Video Production
8Double row design, up to 12 operators
8Audio Production, up to 3 operators
8Engineering, up to 3 operators

4Fully Redundant dual Air-Conditioning System
8Independent redundant air-conditioning
for equipment racks
8Independent redundant air-conditioning
for operational areas
8Can cool down equipment
while heating operational areas

45 x 42 RU racks in Engineering
and 1 x 42 RU rack in Audio PCR
430 KVA 2+1 redundant UPS system
4Isolation transformers for shore power
4Motorized cable drums at the back
of the coach with TP
44 heavy duty hydraulic jacks
for stabilization
4Additional storage space
on the skirts
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Mega OB Trailer
We have long been designing and building trailer type OBVANs. Over the years we had accumulated experiences of various live and post productions. These gave us the opportunity to fine tune and evolve our designs. We are happy to reflect it and provide unique experience to our friends and customers in the industry.
Our MEGA series uses the relatively new MEGA trailer sizes that provide nearly 3 meters of usable height
above the trailer frame bed. Our usual approach for this size is having expansions on both side of the vehicle
which effectively provides more than double the usable space compared to the OBVAN’s road mode. This is a
category that is nearly always custom designed for each end user’s special requirements. Thus the number of
rooms, their layout, air-conditioning, generator – UPS system are all shaped according to your exact needs.
This category focuses on large production requirements such as live sports coverage with easily over 20
cameras and even simultaneous 4K and HD productions for the same event.
SRTEK’s journey as a company started in 2009 as equipment
supplier to professional audio and video industry where as
the people inside started broadcast field back in the 1990s.
Over the years supply turned into solutions and eventually
solutions turned into manufacturing our own designs at our
own factory. Today we do all our design and manufacturing
in house having control over the whole manufacturing
process.
Over time we have experienced so many issues and problems together with our customers. Part of being a Systems
Integrator is to understand our customer and finding solutions
to those issues so that both our customer and we can move
forward.
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